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My Brother Dances
Donna Spencer

He stands quite still
Stares at the far mirrored wall.
A great breath stretches his chest;
A foot departs
Toe first, it touches floor
Waits patiently
For its partner to come around.
Together, they turn him.
Again. Again. And so
Across the room
Until there is only
A blur of black, receding
And a whisper
Of leather on wood.
Legs move in stiff precision
Body tight and straight
Arms poised to catch himself.
No need.
His jaw and mouth are set
Almost to trembling.
A shining row of commas
On. the waxed-wooden floor
Shows him the path he has taken.
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Saturday Night and Monday Morning
Annelle Lowdenback

On Saturday night, She watched them ride across the sky,
Black jacketed, shiny billed caps and sun glasses,
Fogging up the frontier with exhaust from their machines.
The noise was deafening.
After they had camped, they built a fire
With meteorites and a small star or two,
Cursing loudly as they burned their fingers.
But the fire served them well, even in the cool north breeze.
They had brought their own booze,
Being too ignorant to ask for heavenly elixir.
She was glad, for supplies were low
And it would have been a waste.
After midnight, they ravaged an angel
Who, unknowing, wandered by,
And Her anger was complete.
She blest the angel with no memory of the incident
And sat down to contemplate what must be done.
Their curses rang through the halls of space
And drunken laughter rolled like thunder.
They lounged on clouds and burned holes
In the fabric of the universe, with their cigarettes.
All day Sunday, it was the same,
Though they slept some, on shining beds of mist
Which had to be destroyed because they tarnished badly
And took eons to polish.
On Sunday night, they played games,
Firing up their machines to race each other
And fighting, in pairs, from cloud to cloud,
With shining knives and lengths of pipe.
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JlAVbElV'S

JI'ZZARIA
Donna Spencer

A

lexis Pavlov, grandson of famed Russian behaviorist Ivan Pavlov, is
a firm believer in the combination of good food and scientific
advancement. Not content with recognition as Ivan's descendant,
Pavlov has proved himself to be one of the few researchers in modern
psychology to successfully link classical and operant conditioning
techniques without succumbing to the fast-food mentality that prevails
in most learning theories.
The history of Pavlov's Pizzaria and Biochemical Learning Center
began in 1972, when Alexis Pavlov came to the United States from Italy.
The native Russian arrived with nothing to his name save a doctoral
degree in physiological psychology from the University of Northwestern
Naples and an enviable collection of Italian recipes. It was difficult for
the young Pavlov to find financing for his then-radical project, but he
was eventually able to convince a far-thinking loan shark of the merit of
his idea. The resulting funds, together with a research grant from
Southnorthern University, enabled Pavlov to realize his great dream.
Today, Pavlov's is a popular gathering spot for gourmands and
psychologists, although some humanists are put off by the sterile decor
and lack of belief in free will.
The service is gracious, efficient, and thoroughly professionalhardly surprising, since internships at Pavlov's are highly coveted and
competed for among qualifying medical school graduates. The interns
check on the progress of each meal through discreet one-way mirrors,
which allow them to serve-and observe-clients unobtrusively. On the
sub-conscious level, the intermittent sound and light show can be
distracting, but the delicious food is well worth this small
inconvenience.
The specialty of the house Is, of course, pizza. Both the deep-dish
and the regular variety are excellent, with freshly-made tomato sauce,
an abundance of cheese, and a long list of independent variables from
which to choose. There are also tasty pasta dishes, and the salad
bar-press is especially rewarding.
All in all. Pavlov's provides a unique dining experience, a chance to
serve not only science, but also food that is, as the sign out front
promises, "mouth-watering good."
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The Geometry of the Harpoon
Keith Hubbard

My love, just as I have subtracted the light bill
from our vacation (now a beached whale),
you-come to me with a splinter in your heel.
As my breath fogs the tweezers,
you stand on one foot,
clutching the mantel like old women in trolley cars:
precarious, yet postulating their domain.
We are nothing but urban integers, I think,
as I strip away the top layer of skin.
Tottering in the struggle for balance,
you grasp the back of my neck.
Your breasts, awry, become infinite points
on the perimeters of my mind.
The splinter rises to the surface, is seized.
I must ignore your pain,
the protest of penetrated space,
for I am the harpoonist.
Now,' only a seeping of ambergris from the heel.
Outside our window we become conscious of the clamour,
a commuting of space
Suddenly, with obscene mathematical certainty,
the streetlights below have blossomed.
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Paradox
Connie A. Bentley

The old man grunted, leaned back in his chair
And in a few unprintable words gave his opinion
Of atheism Marxism communism
The young man grunted, leaned forward in his chair
And in a few unprintable words gave his opinion
Of religion democracy capitalism
The old man turned to the younger and said
"Don't talk that way, you have no right";
The young man turned to the older and said
"I can talk any way I please; it's a free country."
They agreed they would never see eye to eye on anything
And the young man bought them both another round.
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Obituary
Connie A. Bentley

Long-handled crook steals the neck,
Baling twine binds the feet
To the taut wire clothesline.
Feathered head grasped in one hand,
Butcher knife in otherHead lies on the ground;
Vacant yellow eyes stare upward,
Fixed on the lifeless form
As it dances, hideous in death.
Immersion in a scalding bath
Prepares for hasty stripping
Of the sodden gray-white shroud;
Baptism by last week's newspaper's fire
Built over a can of fly-buzzed entrails,
Always with room for more.
The hollow body-dismembered,
Joint by unprotesting jOint,
Piece by fleshy piece,
Packed in a sterilized milk carton coffin,
Stored in a sterile white crypt;
Not knowing that winter waits.
And laughs.
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They bled a lot on clouds and the floor of space;
They reddened the sun and moon and some irate stars.
One young one died when She saw him pass,
Atop a dead meteor, She halted the fall and
And made it a star.
At last, they all slept, and She decided what to do.
On Monday morning, they straddled their machines
And prepared to ride away.
The place where they had camped would have to be
Burned in celestial fire and rebuilt, totally!
They cursed and laughed and passed a bottle.
As they moved west, She watched them go.
Then, with a flick of her finger,
She moved a long cloud .
There was a rumble of motors,
Clashing sounds of steel on steel,
Small explosions and curses,
Screams and finally silence.
Again, She flicked Her finger and moved
The long cloud back into place.
She smiled, dusted Her hands against each other
And whistled through Her teeth.
A giggling host of winged friends appeared
From behind some clouds.
She. laughed out loud.
"Let's get to it!"
She said, as She rolled up Her sleeves.
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Heroes: The Steve and Idi Show?
Allen Mathews

TV reruns

Of "My Three Sons"
Project Steve Douglas (who deserves a hand
For rearing a family, however bland,
In this fast-paced day.) He is a sage-Hasn't added a year to his age
Or a pound to his frame
In fifteen years. Only his fame
Has spread, He still pays
29.9 for a gallon of gas; says,
"living out west
Is best.
At least,
It's better than living back east.")
Steve was born on a writer's script,
A black-and-white world equipped
With a screened vocabulary and stock facial reactions.
Yet, he is--and has been--a rerun attraction
For years: Drives a new '65 Chevy,
lives in a two-storied
House in the suburbs, is never worried
About the next day.
It will be a cliche
Of the one yesterday.
Do incidents make up
The man? Take
Idi Amin. "Yes, take
Him," you say. But make no mistake
About Idi. The late evening news has rerun
What Idi had done
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he hell inside his head grew worse every day. Sometimes it felt as
if devils were having an orgy inside his skull; other times it was
more like a carpenter pounding on the inside of his temples with a ball
peen hammer. He thought, could any human head feel this bad and not
explode? An explosion would sure be a relief.
Often he sat and dreamed of such an explosion. He could see his
normal brain cells splatter in a healthy mess, the ooze clinging to the
ceiling and walls in great gray globs, while the diseased "lump" (he
refused to even think of it as a tumor) would lie in a dark pulpy mass on
the floor, pulsing outside his head as it had on the inside for so long.
Then, very deliberately, he would lift his right foot and viciously grind
the liver-colored blob under his heel until the damned throbbing ceased.
Permanently.
When a man has lived as long as I have, he thought, things like this
just shouldn't be allowed to happen.
He sank weakly into his favorite chair and reached for the latest
copy of Field and Stream, but changed his mind when his hand began
to tremble. He wished he was young again. His head lolled against the
worn back of the chair; he closed his eyes in an attempt to ward off the
familiar haze that threatened him.
To his surprise, a tinny bell began to ring inside his head at regular
mUlti-second intervals. He could not remember experiencing this
sensation before. Would it be like this, he wondered, until the end?
"Ed?" His wife's voice drifted to him from a great distance. "Can
you get the phone, dear? I'm in the middle of the dishes; my hands are
wet."
The phone? He fumbled on the table beside his easy chair for the
receiver.
"Hello? Hello?" Ed winced as the voice on the line grew raucous
and demanding. "Hello? Are you there, Pop?"
"I'm here, Joe'," the old man muttered. "What d'you want?"
"Sue and I thought we'd bring the kids over for awhile tonight, if
you and Mom aren't going anywhere."
"Mom? Just a minute." In the loudest voice he could manage, Ed
called, "Cora May! He wants to talk to you."
As his wife's conversation faded to an annoying background buzz,
Ed again reflected on the pain that was an inseparable part of his life.
Perhaps existence was a more correct term. He had no life now; he and
the pain merely coexisted in the same body. More and more the pain
occupied the greater area. Most of the time he fought it, forCing it into
its place like an animal tamer controlling a hungry lion. With a mental
whip and chair he would drive it back, back into the little area where he
pictured the "lump" to be.
What was different about today, he didn't know. All he knew was
that he was tired, too tired to fight a battle that he had no hope of
winning.
"Pop?" He forced his eyes open; had he been sleeping? "Pop, wake
up!"
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With a supreme effort he focused his eyes. How did Joe get here so
fast? He had only called a minute ago. Ed shook his head to clear it, but
was not prepared for the dizziness and pain that resulted.
"How you feeling today, Pop?" Joe leaned over and peered
anxiously into his face.
"Oh, all right, I s'pose."
"Ed?" Cora May moved closer and spoke directly into his ear. "Joe
asked you how you feelin' today."
Ed looked at Cora May. You don't have to yell, he wanted to tell
them both, I'm not deaf. They were the ones with the problem. Why
couldn't they hear him when he talked? Cora May had always heard him
before.
He hoped she would be able to hear him tonight. Tonight was
special. Tonight he was going to ask Cora May to marry him. He knew it
was a big step, but, after all, they had been courting for nearly three
years now, ever since she was sixteen and he was twenty.
.
He jumped as a thirty-pound bundle of unchecked energy bounded
into his lap. Short chubby arms flew around his neck. "Pap-paw!
Pap-paw!" The din in Ed's head worsened as he strained to remember.
Was Joe two years old now-or three?
"Ride horsey, Pap-paw, ride horsey!" the little boy cried, sliding
down the old man's legs and sitting on his feet. "Ride Mikey horsey,
Pap-paw, please?" The child began to whine when the old man refused
to move; he broke into a wail when his mother snatched him up.
"Hush," she scolded. "Pap-paw's sick, honey, he can't play with
you. Go play with Gran-ma." The tearless sobs subsided when she
again placed him on the floor. Immediately the child made his way back
to his grandfather's easy chair.
"Pap-paw sick?" he asked, his huge dark eyes brimming with
concern. "Pap-paw sick?"
Sick? Ed was indignant. How dare that woman, whoever she was,
tell the child his father was sick? Why, he'd never felt better in his life!
Matter of fact, he thought he'd go deer hunting tomorrow. Start out
early-soon as it got good daylight. With another young'un on the way,
he and Cora May sure could use the extra meat. Better get to bed soon,
then. Five or six o'clock comes pretty early in the morning.
He lay on his back and stared wide-eyed at the ceiling, watching
the changing shadows the moon created as it tried to hide behind
clouds. Were the deer out tonight? His father had promised to take him
to the woods with him this year, for sure. Last winter Father had said,
"No, Son. You're too young this time. Next year, when you're seven.
When you're seven, I'll teach you how to shoot. When you're seven, you
can hunt with me. When you're seven . . . .ff The words, cool and
.
refreshing, washed over his exhausted brain.
Stealthily he slipped from the bed, drawing the covers over Cora
May before leaving the room. The moon flooded the house with a thin
eerie light as he padded down the hall, his bare feet quietly slapping the
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hardwood floor. The door of his den gaped wide; moonlight touched the
gun rack on the opposite wall. He crossed the room, took his father's
rifle from the rack, and selected ammunition from the top drawer of the
massive oak desk. He wondered if his father would be angry. He
recalled the stern admonitions, "Never load a gun unless I'm with you,
Son. You're still a mite too little to handle one alone and accidents can
happen to anyone. " Carefully he checked the safety, making sure it was
on . Or was the other way "on" and this way "off"?
He looked around the sanitary white walls of Cora May's kitchen.
He did not remember how he got there; he did not remember why.
Suddeflly it came to him-oh, yes, the deer. Looking around
expectantly, he realized that no deer could be there; there was no place
forthem to hide. Anyway, he couldn't kill a deer in Cora May's kitchen.
He pictured her horrified expression if she were to see her clean walls
splattered and streaked with bright blood. He could feel her recoil from
the warm dead animal scent. No, the kitchen was not the place to hunt
deer.
Where, then? The garage? Yes! It was the perfect place. Father
must be there already.
The cool concrete floor soothed his aching feet as he stepped
through the doorway. Warily he looked from side to side, then stood,
motionless, his eyes straining to pierce the thin half-light. Swiftly he
catalogued the places a deer might hide. The moonlight mocked him.
Was that shadow a deer-or the garden tiller? Or the lawn mower? Or
Joe's old bicycle? His head rumbled from the exertion; his brain grew
hot.
"I'll shoot 'em all," he cried, "that's what I'll do-I'll shoot every
damn one of 'em ." He felt himself sway as he tried to lift the gun to his
shoulder. Stepping backward, he braced himself against the wall. The
rough bricks grated against the naked flesh of his back. That's good, he
thought. The blood would hardly leave a stain, would blend as the deep
thirsty pores of the brick greedily sucked it up. Cora May would not be
so offended. The kitchen was her domain; the garage, his. His, for his
deer hunt.
He lifted the rifle again, steadied himself carefully, and was
surprised to see the end of the barrel swinging in ever-widening
concentric circles. He tried to sight at the forms across the garage, but
the muzzle wavered much too wildly.
His head roared.
He could not tell where the rifle pointed. The butt slipped from his
shoulder. He couldn't shoot; he had to shoot.
His head roared.
His finger squeezed. He felt the trigger move.
He did not hear the explosion.
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Kentucky Hill Woman
Jeanette Stone

Winter snows have settled in your hair.
I touch your brown hands
And feel the wrinkled years
Formed like a rock in your heart.
I see the weight of burdens
In your rounded back.
In the mirror of your eyes
Are your children, wide-eyed and pale
Sleeping on the hill.
No more will you hear the slow thump
Of footsteps coming home to die.
No more will you watch your husband
Dig his grave in the black dust.
You struggle to live,
But your heart is a frail bird
Beating its wings against the cage.

Star Performance
Allen Mathews

Against thick walls of sky, ice diamonds richochet light,
Shadow dramas of the night.
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Evollove
Dhan Shapurji

ROSE
ORES
SORE
EROS

Untitled
Eddie Baldridge

Cars in a funeral
procession
creep like slowly clotting
blood
from the deep open wound
in the earth
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Quartet
Allen Mathews

Chamber walls confined them,
A strange quartet whose only song was,
Whose only song could be,
Depression
In a minor key
Which wouldn't free the lock
To sanity.
Father played the beer can tab
In C sharp
Enough to skin the mind from the heart
Of the matter of fact.
He'd chorus a refrain
(From drinking for a while)
And sneeze an aria
In double time,
Choreograph a rubber-legged waltz.
Ever drank and danced alone.
Mother harped a solitary number-Afraid the paranoids would get her.
Afraid of the critics' responses.
Afraid of If
And whether
There was or was not
One to fret
About.
Son number one,
Harmonized with her dissonance,
Missing the time that was not,
Missing the point that was.
He, a prodigy,
Tuned words of wordless songs
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Geared to hit or miss
But mostly miss
The point.
The counterpoint
Was sung by his brother,
Dumb from birth, tone deaf.
He sang out of harmony
With everyone.
Rhythmless.
Everyone hated his rhyming.
No one would conduct him.
And his music went through the rest.
And his muted voice strained louder
Sti II.
First chair
Occupant
Played a round but didn't know the score.
One note round,
Monotonal.
Monotone.
Monotony.
Repetitious solos on a theme of self-destruction.
lessons never learned
Based on
Opinions of the only way to live
Opinions of the only way to
Opinions of the only
Qpinions of
Opinions
Based. Diminish.
He didn't conduct-He insulated the other three and pulled the strings.
Violin.
Mandolin.
Maudlin.
The brassy member had her songs (vocal pieces dissonant)
Piped
By the American
Continued
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legion
In a cappella shrieks that no one
Could suppress. The others muted her,
Barred her from singing multiplicity.
The treatment
Shocked her mind into writing scripts internally.
With many scripts without.
One liner soaring on a trip
On the sea, C, si
See?
Percussion
Tapping the beat against the metronome set at one quarter time
Fanning the cymbals
Marking the time staccato with emotions negative.
The fourth chair was a passenger seat
Isolated in the
No smoking
No drinking
No nothing
Section.
Wood wind breath.
He couldn't reed his instruments.
(Bassoon ever seen never heard cannot be ignored.)
Cleft in his brain unmusicked him.
(Strings and brass tried to abort his entrance in the score.)
They were misdirected, so the aire he didn't play was a
Repetitive
Recitative,
Silence which disharmonized the four.
And a
One, two, three, four ...
Chamber music of symphonic friction (shrill like crickets' screams,
Fingernails caressing chalk boards),
The sound of egos shredding
Frayed from disappointment, misappointment.
The strains of the melody are at three-quarter rest
Uncomposed.
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At the Funeral
Jeanette Stone

Staring at the oblong shape
Draped with flowers,
The low murmur of voices
Is a cold rain
Falling steadily,
Dripping from dark corners,
The ocean roar of a seashell
Constant to the ear,
The drone of bees
Or summer flies.
You think it's some dim dream,
Yet intermittent weeping
Penetrates the mind
And fastens itself
Like the closing lid
To the memory.
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If I Were A Tree
Danny Porter

What would I be if , were a tree,
a Maple, an Oak, or a Hickory?
Wood' be gallant like a good Elm should,
or holy and humble just like a dogwood?
Wood' be Poplar with all my brothers,
or just a big sap avoided by others?
Wood , dare to branch out over the forest floor,
or sit like a dumb Ash, hard to the core?
Wood' be polite and know when to leave,
or knotty and mean and prone to disease?
My problem's deep rooted, , know that's a fact,
and before' finish, you'll think that I've cracked.
So what wood , be if , were a tree?
, fear that's a question that will always stump me.
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The All-American Bubble-Gum Card
Kath ryn Hancock

Rod McKuen's tongue flaps
like an American flag
as he talks himself red,
white,
and blue in the face
about how HIS people are stuck
together by some warm gum called patriotism.
But I don't buy it .. .
or any gum that's been chewed,
then stuck to a stadium seat.
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About My Uncle Fred
Annelle Lowdenback

My beginning to you
Was eating sun-warmed tomatoes, right from the vine;
A red can of Prince Albert tobacco and the white papers
you used to "roll you own,"
Brer Rabbit stories by firelight,
Old Maids with marked cards, so that I always won,
Your laugh--soft, muted, deep-As if you didn't really want to be heard.
You always shook a little, except
when you were doing something you liked.
I remember your tri-pod and compass,
A box with a blue velvet lining
With silver instruments, neat, in little ditches of their own;
Graph paper, yellow with green lines,
And hard lead pencils.
Evenings, in your one-room house,
I watched you draw pages of boundary lines.
There were bags of puffed wheat on a shelf and
A sweet fragrance from ovals of Cashmere soap.
Your shirt sleeves were frayed;
Your old wool jacket, too short in back,
Smelled of smoke and pine.
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There was whispered talk of a wife and daughter-How could they have understood you?
You were- too complex for even you to understand.
Your mind was so filled with knowledge
That it ran out in rivulets:
math and history,
ideas,
pages of writing,
miles of walking;
I wish you had made a river in one direction.
But the fears and ghosts and unanswered needs were too much.
You became bent with time-Bald--a hermit of sorts,
With only your brilliant mind for company.
I wanted you to know I loved you
So I kissed the top of your head and you cried.
You changed my life--are changing it stilI-Prodding me to do the things you didn't do
Or couldn't tell me about.
But I always knew you loved wild roses and rainbows.
Together, we will make a river after all.
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Danny Porter

R

icky Barnes loved to compete. Let me rephrase that: competition
was the primary instinct that controlled Ricky's existence. He
could take the most unimportant event and mold it into a contest of
Olympic proportion .
Take that day we were walking home from school. As usual, I
stopped at the bridge over Turner's Creek and lit up a cigarette. Ricky
was droning on and on about his past athletic achievements, or about
the several once saintly girls who had surrendered their virtue to him;
and I was staring blankly into the water, wondering what great sins I had
committed to deserve such mortal punishment.
I, being only human, was prey to certain involuntary reflexes of the
body-such as the blinking of one's eyes and, of course, spitting off a
bridge. When my spittle hit the water, I noticed a strange silence had
invaded this setting that seconds earlier could have been compared with
the chattering at one of my mom's afternoon canasta club meetings.
"Oh, yeah?" challenged Ricky. "Watch this!"
He drew a deep breath, closed his eyes in intense concentration,
exhaled, then moved forward. His lips were positioned so that there was
an opening only in the extreme left corner of his mouth. He let forth a
solid blast of air that powered a most extraordinary ball of saliva. If one
were to judge this spit, he would have found nothing lacking in its
content. Spherically perfect in shape, it had no tail whatsoever, a good
three foot arch with minimal spray factor, and a spiralling descent that
would have made even the most experienced spitters look like novices.
One hour later, when we had exhausted every possible category
that could be attached to this otherwise unglamorous event, from
accuracy, speed, and design to the final gruelling marathon, I walked
homeward, defeated and cotton-mouthed.
.
I guess I was partly to blame for partiCipating in such ridiculous
endeavors, but the overwhelming drive that he possessed to compete
was similar to the drive that I had to defeat him. Why, I'd be out on my
driveway leisurely shooting a few baskets, and before you could say
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"Oscar Robertson," he would jog over and for the next two hours or so
we would be deadlocked in a playoff for the One on One Basketball
Championship of the World!
Under most conditions I'm not, by nature, a sore loser. As a matter
of fact, I don't mind losing at all, and if one were to glance at my past
record, it would appear that I'm rather fond of it. What really bugs me is
when I'm surrounded by my supposed "friends," and this big oaf
lumbers over., slaps me on the back, and starts relating his latest
triumph over me in lurid, slightly exaggerated detail to a crowd of eager
listeners. I always just sit there and force out a humble smile which has
earned me a reputation for being a "good sport." Ha! What a
euphemism that phrase is! It so happens that, by the strange
phenomenon known as coincidence , all "good sports" just happen to be
losers .
One day, after being totally and embarrassingly annihilated on the
ping pong tables, I sought tranquil meditation at my most favorite spot
in the whole world-the fishing pond back in the woods . Here I could
live at my own pace, and use fishing as an excuse to escape the pains of
everyday life-mainly Ricky Barnes.
Along about my second cast, I was contemplating the blazing
sunset when I was rudely brought out of my trance by a commotion in a
nearby thicket. By the noise it was making, I judged it to be a wounded,
roan elephant driven berserk by the scent of man. It turned out that I
was!')'t too far off in my calculations. I soon recognized the bearlike
figure of Ricky tramping on the once silent forest floor, now making
enough ruckus for a whole herd of roan elephants.
I'd never been fishing with him before, but, as I recalled the times I
had been in his trophy room and observed several photographs of him
majestically posed beside enormous fish he had caught with names I'd
never even heard of, the very thought of it struck a note of terror in my
heart. I also remembered that the taxidermist had done great justice to
the twelve-and-a-half pound bass that was fixed menacingly over his
fireplace, unavoidable to the eye the moment you walked in the back
door.
-"Why didn't you tell me you were going angling?" he queried.
Angling. The mechanical nature of the word made me boil with
anger as I realized that only he could take something as sacred and
rewarding as "fishing" and twist it into a scientific, methodical game,
completely disregarding the fringe benefits that come with "fishing,"
such as the aforementioned sunsets and a million other sights, smells,
and sounds of the woodlands .
"Angling," I mumbled disgustedly.
My ten-dollar, hand-me-down, rust-speckled Zebco rod and reel,
and a coffee can half full of lethargic worms were no match for his one
hundred and fifty-dollar lifetime-guaranteed rod and reel complete with
adjustable dr.ag and personally engraved wooden handle (custom built,
of course). I was trying to hide my can of comatose nightcrawlers when
he opened up his tacklebox or, should I say, treasure chest. There must
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have been a fortune of tackle in there, and I don't mean the kind of stuff
you order from the back cover of comic books either! He had every lure
imaginable. Why, there was even one Jitterbug that was nearly as big as
the largest fish I'd ever caught!
Then came the inevitable. "I could probably fish this place dry in an
hour!" he boasted. "Hey! we oughta see who can catch the most fish!"
"What about the biggest?" I added sarcastically.
"That too!" he chirped, obviously satisfied.
I don't mind it too much when he destroys me in basketball. I can
tolerate it when he skunks me at ping pong. I didn't even complain
much last Friday night when he cleaned me out of ten dollars in a poker
game. But now he was treading on hallowed ground. He was about to
desecrate the last thing that ever meant anything to me. He was going
to take my slice of heaven and turn it into an arena! Not to mention
tomorrow , when he would brag to all the guys about how he had
outfished me in my own spot! I knew I hadn't a chance. Why, with all of
his equipment it would have been more sporting to drain the lake and
walk right in and pick up the fish by hand.
Just as I was pondering suicide as my most logical recourse
following his latest triumph, a brilliant idea began to form in the region
of the brain that governs sinister notions.
A few minutes later my bobber started danCing in the water and I
stood there nonchalantly gazing at it.
"Take him, take him, you fool! He's going to get away!" Ricky
screamed with excitement.
When I was positive that the fish would escape, I started gyrating
my wrists and thrashing my arms in a series of complicated motions. I
reeled in my bare hook and giggled with delight. "What t'hell's wrong
with you?" asked Rick, obviously puzzled over my actions.
"Shhhhh!" I hissed.
He stared at me dumbfoundedly as I repeated this procedure a few
more times with the same result-no fish.
Finally, a fish nearly swallowed my bobber, and I had no choice but
to reel him in.
"Damn! " I moaned, feigning disgust. It was a two-pound bass, a
great achievement for me, and I nearly forgot my task at hand, so proud
I was of my catch. I quickly suppressed my joy and tried to put on the
angriest face possible.
"These damn bass are tricky!" I snarled. "Just when you think
you're gonna get away from them, BAM! they'll getcha!"
I snatched the fish (who looked just as confused as Ricky) from my
hook and slid him down the stringer.
" I w ish you'd tell me what t'hell's going on?" he asked.
"Ah, what's the use. You'd find out sooner or later anyway," I
su rrendered.
"Have a seat and I'll explain it to you," I said, offering him a
ci garette which , of course , he refused. I took a couple of long draws
ju st to prolong the torture of his suspense. Then I began, "It's a known
fact that men have been catching fish since the beginning of time,
right?"
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"Yeah," he answered, still bewildered, but interested.
"And it's a known fact," I continued, "that my little sister, who
knows nothing of fishing, who at the tender age of four has caught
nothing in her life except hell from parents, if given the proper
equipment and the proper conditions, could catch her weight in fish
within a day. Agreed?"
"Yeah, I guess so, but ... "
"Which leads me to my conclusion: anyone, yes, anyone can catch
a fish by just dangling a hook in the water. But how many people are
there who can't catch a fish?"
I felt him slowly slipping from my grasp. I went on. "One must
possess a sixth sense, an uncanny knowledge of fish behavior, and
cat-like reflexes to judge the movement of the fish. One must know a
harmless nibble from a serious strike and, for that glorious fraction of a
second when the jaws are quickly coming down on the hook, know just
how and when to pull it from his grasp! My God, man, do you know the
physics involved?"
I fell back, breathless. He seemed convinced enough, but I knew he
wouldn't believe completely on my word alone, so I needed something
more concrete to cement my case. "Take the ancient Eygptians, for
example." H is eyes I it up at the mention of ancient Egyptians, because
if anyone was an authority on everything, it was those damned ancient
Egyptians. I slowly began to set my hook. "They believed that if you
sinned very much in this life, you would come back in the next life as a
fish. The bigger the sins, the bigger the fish. Now these fish had the
power to judge the men once a year in an Egyptian ritual. All the
important men of Egypt would line up along the Nile on this particular
night and cast their fishing lines into the river. The one who caught the
most fish, or freed the most sinful souls, as they put it, would obviously
be the greatest sinner in Egypt."
"What would happen to him?" he asked, totally involved like a kid
hearing his first fairy tale.
"Well, they would either banish him, enslave him, or put him on
pyramid maintenance," I replied.
"What about the guy who didn't catch any?" he asked .
. "The next day they would make him the resident fish-god, and he
would spend the remainder of his days in the palace, eating, drinking,
and taking care of his harem," I said, on the verge of laughing.
I started to mention something about devoted angleologists at the
University of Chicago who have made a lifetime study of this procedure,
but he scrambled to his tackle, cast his line in the water, and proceeded
to not catch any fish.
"It's not something you can jump right into, y' know," I warned. "It
takes a lot of practice ... sometimes even years!"
But he totally ignored me, so absorbed he was in his new game.
tt turned out that he was very skillful at not catching fish, and when
we decided to quit, the only thing he had caught was a scrawny bluegill
about the size (and weight) of a dollar bill. On the other hand, I didn't
fare so well. As a matter of fact, I did so lousy that my stringer was
loaded with nice-sized bass, catfish, and sunfish .
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All the way home I kept marvelling about how he had mastered
such a difficult sport in so short a time, and how I was going to write to
the University of Chicago and tell them about this "prodigy" I had
discovered. He just beamed proudly and said something to the effect of
how he wished we were in ancient Egypt.
When we got home, I had my mom take a picture that I told him
we'd have to send along to Chicago with the letter. I stood beside him
with my full stringer-Ricky holding his anemic-looking bluegill-and
just before my mom snapped the picture I let go an enormous Cheshire
cat grin. Had it been any bigger it would have surely knocked Ricky out
of the picture.
The next day in the cafeteria I walked over to where all the guys
were sitting and pulled up a chair beside Ricky, who had just dethroned
Tony Barlow as milk guzzling champ of the school. I gave him a hearty
slap on the back and said, "Been fishing lately?"
Well, you can imagine the startled looks I received on account of
my unusually confident manner, which had lain dormant for so long,
but no look of surprise could be matched by Ricky's.
All eyes were on me as I passed out the photograph that further
sealed his doom. Ricky turned a Sickening pale color as I avidly
described how each fish had been caught only after a glorious battle. I
didn't have much experience being a hero, and my humble qualities
surfaced even in triumph, as I gallantly offered him an uplifting
"better-Iuck-next-time" speech. He just turned a lighter shade of pale.
Oh, he could have explained how he had actually won the contest by not
catching fish, but I don't think the boys would have gone for it much,
and it would have only reduced what little social standing he had left.
He just sat there in humiliated Silence, occaSionally whimpering
something about Egypt.
"This two-pound bass ain't nothing!" I crowed. "You shoulda seen
the 180-pound sucker I caught!" With that statement I made my grand
exit.
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Second Best
Annelle Lowdenback

Limpid eyes and marcelled hair,
But no "flapper" she!
Caught in the grip of "what-ought-to-be,"
She stopped and stayed and never moved again.
Never mind that the eyes loved adventure, new faces and places;
The going price was too high for dreams like these.
And he, dreamer of romance, lover of past patriots,
Searching for a chance to break the mold,
Caught his dream on the edge of town
And was held there by his mother.
The rage killed him finally,
But it was a slow death and he lived to be old.
Somehow, they found each other.
They shared their lives,
But held on hopelessly to their dreams.
It was too much to fight with too few weapons,
So she, petulantly, surrendered her prized independence,
He, angrily, his hope of being free.
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Windless, Starry Night
Allen Mathews

The bowed-back windmill cross
Hangs death-still in the night,
Arched windcatchers barren. Across
The winnow-floor a grain of lunar light
Sifts through a crack
Unmudded, and beams upon an open sack.
A floured mouse
Quivers light upon a narrow
Beam, pursued by a black house
Cat that prowls the mill. Broken barrow
Cracked as the life-thieves run around
And in an open vat. No paw touches solid ground.
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Cancer Seeds
Danny Porter

She d,'ed
Her hair with cancer seeds and cried
When they took root.
A neighbor spent his life in town munching diesel soot
For dinner.
Somehow, it made him thinner.
An infant breathed industrial fumes
Which silently snaked in the rooms
Of his single-storied house.
A laboratory mouse
Thrived on a lethal potion measured
Carefully by a man who treasured
life. The dram was via led by a firm of fools
Who celophaned the ceilings of our schools
With fine asbestos, squared
For silence, whose deadly dust impaired
Hearts and mined the streams
Of .future dreams.
And so, math problems weren't only tools
To jimmy frozen doors of jobs, but rules
(Of probability) which ordered caskets
To suit--from baby baskets
To railroad cars. To accomodate the graduated class,
School principals special-order mass
Death certificate/diplomas signed
In blood and underlined.
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Age to Age
Annelle Lowdenback

I like to see a child at play;
Pink pinafores and threadbare bluejeansLike budding apple trees and pungent larkspur.
A world of hop-scotch blocks
Marbles
Jumping ropes
and Jacks
And water puddles with mud to splatter.
But my world is not so grand;
Pink taxslips and blue policemenLike serpents' tongues and lizards.
A world of concrete blocks
Marble slabs
Hanging ropes
and Jackasses
And floods of tears with splatterings of hate.
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Awakening
Donna Spencer

Morning coffee
Tastes a little odd
Nasty, furry.
I suspect the influence
Of gin.
Most of it now in my brain
But a small amount-enoughHeld fast to my tongue.
Drink up, if that's the case
A stiff cup of coffee,
Maybe two,
The only cure.
I drain the cup
So fou I, tastes worse
Than gin.
Feeling better already
Until my eye catches
The dregs.
I may be half drunk,
But I know a drowned moth when I see one.
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An Old Lady's Farewell Appearance
Annelle Lowdenback

My first inclination, when I look at you,
Is to dress you up and make you pretty again .
You need a little paint to help you look alive!
I know that failing eyes can cause
Disastrous results with a paint pot,
But I'm here; let me try!
We'll gussie up your hair with the curling iron
And lightly, oh so lightly, add a little rouge.
Some ear bobs you say?
The emerald green from your cotillion days!
There nowSome lace at the throat.
(The throat's the first to go you know!)
This printed bodice of pleated voile
And the skirt of silkmoireIt matches the ear bobs! .
A brooch?
How about the gold one with pearls and the emerald center?
Very "pulled together"!
These high laced boots are out of style,
But no matter!
They are familiar and we'll only see the toes.
Now let's see-your wedding ring
And a hankie?
How about more lace to peep from beneath your cuff?
There nowComplete!
Finished and amen!
You look too lovely to be gone.
This cannot be your shell that I have dressed!
But-no matter"Let them come in-."
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Walking in the Snow
Jeanette Stone

I trudge through mounds of deep Kentucky snow
And watch the white of down enclose the hills.
I leave my feet inverted as I go
And at my back each footprint slowly fills.
Black tree limbs shake in wind like crooked prongs
As gusts of down fill all the earth and sky.
The small dark bird can sing no winter songs,
For he can find no food to eat ... nor fly.
I wonder if in ground beneath my feet
If any lying closely to the wall
Can hear the falling of the snowy sheet
Or hear the muffled sound of footsteps fall.
I pray they do not know of pressing cold
Who shed the tears of life a thousand-fold.
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Howard
Allen Mathews

Howard is a side-show freak
Whose stage left
Yesterday, at least a week
And twenty-plus odd years
Ago.
Time matters little
To him; he's rather slow
To catch things
Slippery as snow. He leans
Toward few directions and follows fewer still.
Chromosomes mixed with anything in genes,
An offense to good breeding.)
He was a kindergarten tourist without
A souvenir
Of what he'd seen or done. (No doubt
The reason for his extra year there.)
He drew a blank for first grade
And traced the same for third.
His teachers made
Him ditto one for every show and tell.
Fourth grade. He learned to tie a shoe
In mathematics class. In gym
They taught him words he never knew
Before and how to throw
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(His mother's

A fit farther than you might imagine. He spent
His fifth-through-ninth-grade-years
A genius. One year alone marked his effortless ascent
To high school where low
Scores (and advanced years) made him center of a tension .
(Perhaps the stage flirted back again
But left too soon to transport comprehension .)
At
Least he graduated.
His paper souvenir
Could not be sold or traded
For a job he could hold.
At last a driver's license came
Much easier. Twelve tries
In half as many years became
A lucky gift he received.
And he could rote his name
In carefully measured strokes
That- made each look the same
As any other.
His daddy died some time
Ago, and in the present one,
Folks say Howard's life's a crime
That must be committed.
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